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 Read the text about chimpanzees and do the activities below. 

 

 

 

Chimpanzees are animals. They live in groups.                                                                                               

They are apes. Orangutans and gorillas are apes, too.                                                                                

They live in rainforests, woods and grasslands. They have 

black hair. Chimpanzees are omnivores. They eat plants 

and animals.                                                                    

They can eat insects, plants, eggs and meat.                                                                                                                                  

Most of the chimpanzees live in Africa.                                                                                                           

They can live for about 50 years.                                                                                                               

Chimpanzees use sounds and gestures to communicate.                                                                                 

An adult chimpanzee can weigh 55 kilograms. Chimpanzees are really funny! 

 

 Answer the questions. 

       1- Are chimpanzees animals? ___________________ 

       2- Where do chimpanzees live? ___________________ 

       3- What do they eat? ___________________ 

       4-  Are they carnivores? _________________ 

       5- How long can they live? ___________________ 

       6- Have they got red hair? __________________ 

       7- What do they use to communicate? _________ 

 

 Write True or False next to each sentence. 

       1- Chimpanzees are fish. ________ 

       2- They live in the water. ________ 

       3- They eat pizzas. ________ 

       4- They use computers to communicate. ________ 

       5- They can live for about 500 years. __________ 
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 Circle the correct answer and complete the sentence. 

 

1.- Chimpanzees are __________. 

       a.- rocks   b.- trees   c.- animals 

2.- They live in __________. 

       a.- alone   b.- groups   c.- flats 

3.- They are __________. 

        a.- apes   b.- cats   c.- fish 

4.- They have __________ hair. 

        a.- orange   b.- black   c.- purple 

5.- Chimpanzees are __________. 

        a.- carnivores   b.- omnivores   c.- herbivorous 

6.- They eat plants and __________. 

        a.- pizzas   b.- stones   c.- animals 

 7.- Most chimpanzees live in __________. 

        a.- Africa   b.- Asia   c.- Europe 

8- They can live for about __________ years. 

a.- five   b.- fifty   c.- fifteen                                                                            

9.- Chimpanzees use __________ and gestures to communicate.                

        a.- sounds   b.- telephones   c.- pencils 

10.- An adult chimpanzee can weigh __________ kilograms. 

        a.- fifty-five   b.- five   c.- fifteen 
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  Fill in the gaps of the text with the words in the box. 

 

gestures – groups – woods – gorillas – plants - Africa 

 

 

Chimpanzees are animals. They live in __________(1). They are 

apes. Orangutans and __________(2) are apes, too. They live in 

rainforests, __________(3) and grasslands. They have black hair. 

Chimpanzees are omnivores. They eat __________(4) and 

animals. They can eat insects, plants, eggs and meat. Most 

chimpanzees live in __________(5). They can live for about 50 

years. 

Chimpanzees use sounds and __________(6) to communicate. An 

adult chimpanzee can weigh 55 kilograms. Chimpanzees are really funny! 


